
Stargate 

Moses would withdraw outside the camp to the tent of meeting and meet with the Lord. 

Jesus would slip away often to the wilderness to pray. 

The first one hundred and twenty Christians met continually for prayer all by themselves in the Upper 

Room. 

The mark of Christian of the first two centuries was suffering and a willingness to die for his faith; a 

willingness that arose from a refusal to yield to the world. 

After Constantine made Christianity popular many of the faithful withdrew to the deserts of Egypt to get 

far from the corruptions of a rapidly corrupting Roman Empire.  These were the hermits. 

They soon after were organized into groups or monasteries where they could remove themselves from 

the corruptions of their day and committed themselves to seeking God through prayer and the study 

and copying of Scripture.  This continued throughout the Middle Ages to such a large extent than the 

monastic orders became so popular, powerful and “successful” that they were more corrupted than the 

cities. 

Then “orders” or “brotherhoods” like the Franciscans and Dominicans arose as purifying movements 

within the church that renewed the Christian’s longing for separation and devotion to God. 

The Methodists had societies.  The Moravians had an entire community.  The Puritans found an entire 

country to withdraw to and escape the corruptions of the catholic influenced Anglican Church!  As in 

America! 

My point is that Christians have always found a way and a need to get away from a fallen society; Even if 

just to maintain sanity.   

I feel this continually.  After a healthy dose of the paper, the news, the inane drivel of television, the 

continual waving before me of perversion and amorality, superficial marketing of needless junk, music 

that is racket – I just need, like a hermit of old, like a monk of antiquity, like a Puritan, to get away from 

this Babel, this Rome, this cacophony of blithering idiotic mediocrity, error, lies and salesmanship and 

wash myself, anchor myself, renew myself, in heavenly, intractable, unchanging wisdom. 

It’s not just that this world is evil. It’s just so blasted cheap! Not that it’s just deceived and misguided, 

but that it’s so idiotic.  It will make you stupid just breathing around it. 

 “Come out from their midst and be separate.” 

When a culture has no divine Word, or when it has nothing of exceeding perfection and exemplariness 

in it to long for and strive for then all that culture can do is stir about repetitively and circularly in its 

own tepid swill.  That culture will continue to find something new where there is nothing new and 

become chronically boring and ultimately inane and idiotic.  This is how I feel about our American 



culture and its obsession with stimulation, and convenience, and comfort, and appearance.  We are 

ruled and manipulated by the cheap, tawdry, easy and quick.   

And I just have to turn it off, shut it down, turn aside, grab my Bible or a book that is an excellent 

reflection upon it and run for the desert with my fellow anchorites.   

My Bible is my door to a new dimension.  It is that which is the standard and stuff of which is made the 

excellent, the pure, the marvelous and ideal.  Beauty, art, true culture, law, the heroic, and the best are 

formed and emerge from the universe from between the covers of the Word of God. 

Run! This carousel can only circle and return with modifications for generations too short sighted to 

realize it. 

Open the Book and gaze into creation.  Into God’s might, glory, beauty, holiness, love, majesty, truth, 

excellence, mystery, and terror.  See His Son and let all the aroma of the day pass away with the breezes 

of Galilee.  Let its voice cut through the fog of uncertainty and error.  Behold the might and Person upon 

which all beauty and true culture is founded. 

“Do not touch what is unclean and I will welcome you. . . . Having these promises let us cleanse 

ourselves from every defilement of flesh and spirit perfecting holiness in the fear of God.” (2 Cor. 6:17b, 

7:1) 
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